Accurate electrostatic simulations are required in the areas of MEMS and VLSI interconnects. Typical simulations involve complex geometries and various boundary conditions. The boundary element method (BEM) is well suited to such computations. For highly accurate solutions the meshing of the geometry becomes increasingly important. A scheme is presented which allows generating a good mesh automatically. An error indicator based on boundary integral equations (BIE) monitors the simulation accuracy in each boundary element. Mesh refinement is applied to areas which contribute strongly to the overall error. The generated, refined meshes lead to significantly higher accuracy for a given computational effort.
The Boundary Element Method and Error Indicators
The BEM is widely applied to the solution of electrostatic simulations [1] . The method computes the electric potential and flux on the surface of the simulation domain, such that a weighted residual formulation of equation (1) is minimized.
w(%) = -iLkW • %*(%, *) • dF(jc) _ J_ Wjc). g*(5, *). dF(jc) (1) f I £" I J f [ (*. \ J V^/T^ V V / T Here, F is the domain boundary, w(^) and q(Q are the boundary potential and flux, and M*(^, x) and g*(5> x) are the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation and its derivative in the direction of the outward normal on the boundary. The contribution of the singularity during the boundary integration is contained in c(^). The domain surface is discretized into separate elements, each containing a number of collocation nodes. At these nodes the BIE is satisfied by the collocated BEM solution, at all other boundary positions the potential and flux is interpolated from nodal values using
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• . - (3) Here, E (^) is the error indicator for the boundary position J;, while u and q are the approximated solutions delivered by an earlier BEM computation. An error indicator for an entire boundary element can be obtained by integrating the local error indicator over the element. This approach has been demonstrated to work well for 2D simulations [3] , in 3D however, the integral over the local error indicator requires excessive computational effort. The element error indicator in 3D is obtained from a weighted sum of local error indicators where EY^ is the error indicator for the element F&, while £,-and H>/ are set of suitably chosen evaluation positions and weights on the element [4] . The evaluation positions and weights for flat, discontinuous 2D boundary elements and triangular and quadrilateral 3D elements were determined experimentally using correlation plots, and are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 : Evaluation positions and the corresponding weights for computing the boundary element error indicator on element reference geometries.
Validation of the Error Indicator
The effectiveness of the 3D boundary element error indicator was verified on a typical MEMS geometry, see Figure 1 . A reference solution was computed using cubic order elements and an extremely dense, uniform mesh. The correlation between the element error measure (5) and the error indicator was evaluated for different discretizations. Here, q^j(x) is the trusted reference solution. The error indicator quality increases with the solution accuracy, but even for a coarse mesh elements that contribute strongly to the overall error are correctly identified, see Figure 2 . Multipole (MP) techniques [4] , [5] , [6] accelerate the computation of the boundary integrals in equation (3), thereby allowing to compute the element error indicator in constant time, independent of the overall simulation size, see Figure 3 .
Adaptive Refinement
Once the elements responsible for most of the error in the current solution have been identified using the error indicator, different refinement strategies are possible [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] : the elements are split anisotropically into several, smaller elements (h-type refinement), or the number of nodes on the element is increased, together with the order of the element's interpolation functions (ptype refinement). H-type refinement not only increases the density of collocation nodes on a specific boundary segment, it also allows improving the element §0. boundary element on a SPARC workstation, with and without using multipole acceleration of the boundary integrals.
shapes, i.e. to break up very large elements, or to split elements with high aspect ratios. Large element aspect ratio values are undesirable from the numerical point of view, causing strong distortion of the element's shape functions and reducing the accuracy of the numerical quadrature formula used for boundary
integration. The refinement process can be repeated iteratively and indefinitely to further improve mesh quality and simulation accuracy. The current implementation supports arbitrary h-type refinement and p-type refinement up to cubic order for 2D elements. For 3D elements, the maximum shape function order supported for triangular elements is cubic, each element containing 10 internal collocation nodes. Quadrilateral elements are implemented up to bicubic order, containing 16 nodes. H-type refinement splits the elements, such that optimal element shape is attained for the child elements, in the sense that element aspect ratios are improved and the internal collocation nodes are more evenly distributed, as shown in Figure 4 . H-type refinement splits element such that the child elements have improved aspect ratio and more evenly distributed collocation nodes. Figure 4 : 3D boundary elements are split anisotropically during h-type refinement such that child elements with good shape are created.
The accuracy of a solution obtained for a particular discretization is given by the overall error measure EY which is computed by adding up the individual element error measures given by equation (5):
Repeated steps of adaptive refinement lead to a heterogeneous mesh containing elements of various order and size. The 3D geometry used for indicator validation ( Figure 1 ) was meshed using 7 automatic adaptive refinement iterations, resulting in an anisotropic mesh containing elements of various order based on a target overall error measure of 35 Vjum ( Figure 5 ). Adaptive meshing using the boundary element error indicator strongly improves solution convergence in respect to uniform mesh refinement, as shown in Figure 6 . As a consequence, the adaptively refined mesh that satisfies a given accuracy goal is much smaller than an equivalent uniformly refined mesh, resulting in faster computations.
Total 857 elements 218 constant order 513 bilinear order 120 biquadratic order 6 bicubic order Total 3446 collocation nodes (black dots). Error estimation and automatic adaptivity is easily applied to large, complex simulations. An adaptive, anisotropic mesh was constructed for a 3D MEMS accelerometer using the following procedure: The original geometry was designed in an interactive solid modeling program. Note that the central electrode, which serves as a seismic mass, is tilted by an angle of 4.6 degrees, thereby preventing the exploitation of symmetry planes in the simulation. The panels delivered by the solid modeler were subjected to a series of h-type refinements based on panel size and aspect ratio to produce the initial mesh for automatic adaptive refinement. The maximum element size for the initial mesh is 500 |W, the maximum aspect ratio 5. The adaptive refinement process does not require any user intervention during the mesh construction, apart from an acceptable target overall error indicator. The discretization and the distribution of the collocation nodes after four steps of automatic adaptive h-type refinement and another four steps of p-type refinement is shown together with the electric flux in Figure 7 . All areas where careful meshing is important, such as on the electrode's comb tips where charges tend to concentrate, are automatically identified and refined. The specified target value for the overall error indicator allows controlling the accuracy of the computed solution to an arbitrary degree.
Conclusion
The presented method efficiently computes accurate capacitance and flux values in large, geometrically complex structures such as electrostatically driven microactuators and VLSI interconnects. The proposed element error indicator shows good correlation to the actual element error and allows controlling the accuracy of a computed solution. Multipole acceleration allows computing element error indicators in O( log N) time. H-type and p-type refinement steps are combined to produce a heterogeneous mesh containing elements of various shape size and order. The generated adaptive mesh allows calculating solutions with much higher accuracy than would be possible on a uniform mesh with the same computational effort. The presented approach was demonstrated to work for engineering applications from the area of electrostatic microactuator simulation.
